Intracellular transport via the microtubule motors kinesin and dynein plays an important role in maintaining cell structure and function. Often, multiple kinesin or dynein motors move the same cargo. Their collective function depends critically on the single motors' detachment kinetics under load, which we experimentally measure here. This experimental constraint-combined with other experimentally determined parameters-is then incorporated into theoretical stochastic and mean-field models. Comparison of modeling results and in vitro data shows good agreement for the stochastic, but not mean-field, model. Many cargos in vivo move bidirectionally, frequently reversing course. Because both kinesin and dynein are present on the cargos, one popular hypothesis explaining the frequent reversals is that the opposite-polarity motors engage in unregulated stochastic tugs-of-war. Then, the cargos' motion can be explained entirely by the outcome of these opposite-motor competitions. Here, we use fully calibrated stochastic and mean-field models to test the tug-of-war hypothesis. Neither model agrees well with our in vivo data, suggesting that, in addition to inevitable tugs-of-war between opposite motors, there is an additional level of regulation not included in the models. B idirectional motion of subcellular cargos such as mRNA particles, virus particles, endosomes, and lipid droplets is quite common (1), driven by plus-end kinesin and minus-end dynein. Bidirectional motion emerges when frequent switches occur between travel directions, and travel direction reflects which motor (s) dominates. Cells can regulate the switching frequency to control "net" transport, but the physical mechanism(s) underlying this control remains open. Two mechanisms have been proposed. The first suggests that plus-end and minus-end motors always engage in stochastic unregulated tugs-of-war, and overall cargo motion is explained by the outcomes of these mechanical tugsof-war. This model was proposed theoretically to explain lipiddroplet motion (2) but has been adopted to explain endosome motion (3, 4 ). An alternative model suggests that in addition to competition between opposite-polarity motors, there is a "switch" mechanism or mechanisms that achieve further coordination between the motors. Such regulation may be dynamic (5), static (6), or a combination of the two. The crucial question is this: Can tug-of-war models, which exclusively consider cargos with fixed distributions of motors moving along microtubules unaffected by regulatory pathways, explain the characteristics of motility in vivo? Alternatively, are there significant motility characteristics not captured by tug-of-war models, pointing to a richer transport subsystem with important regulatory contributions?
Intracellular transport via the microtubule motors kinesin and dynein plays an important role in maintaining cell structure and function. Often, multiple kinesin or dynein motors move the same cargo. Their collective function depends critically on the single motors' detachment kinetics under load, which we experimentally measure here. This experimental constraint-combined with other experimentally determined parameters-is then incorporated into theoretical stochastic and mean-field models. Comparison of modeling results and in vitro data shows good agreement for the stochastic, but not mean-field, model. Many cargos in vivo move bidirectionally, frequently reversing course. Because both kinesin and dynein are present on the cargos, one popular hypothesis explaining the frequent reversals is that the opposite-polarity motors engage in unregulated stochastic tugs-of-war. Then, the cargos' motion can be explained entirely by the outcome of these opposite-motor competitions. Here, we use fully calibrated stochastic and mean-field models to test the tug-of-war hypothesis. Neither model agrees well with our in vivo data, suggesting that, in addition to inevitable tugs-of-war between opposite motors, there is an additional level of regulation not included in the models. B idirectional motion of subcellular cargos such as mRNA particles, virus particles, endosomes, and lipid droplets is quite common (1) , driven by plus-end kinesin and minus-end dynein. Bidirectional motion emerges when frequent switches occur between travel directions, and travel direction reflects which motor (s) dominates. Cells can regulate the switching frequency to control "net" transport, but the physical mechanism(s) underlying this control remains open. Two mechanisms have been proposed. The first suggests that plus-end and minus-end motors always engage in stochastic unregulated tugs-of-war, and overall cargo motion is explained by the outcomes of these mechanical tugsof-war. This model was proposed theoretically to explain lipiddroplet motion (2) but has been adopted to explain endosome motion (3, 4 ). An alternative model suggests that in addition to competition between opposite-polarity motors, there is a "switch" mechanism or mechanisms that achieve further coordination between the motors. Such regulation may be dynamic (5) , static (6) , or a combination of the two. The crucial question is this: Can tug-of-war models, which exclusively consider cargos with fixed distributions of motors moving along microtubules unaffected by regulatory pathways, explain the characteristics of motility in vivo? Alternatively, are there significant motility characteristics not captured by tug-of-war models, pointing to a richer transport subsystem with important regulatory contributions?
There are two theoretical approaches to modeling collective motor transport. The mean-field approach (Fig. 1A ) assumes all engaged motors share load equally (7) . The stochastic model ( Fig. 1B ) simulates individual motors going through their mechanochemical cycle (8) , where each motor's movement is determined by the load the cargo applies to that motor. The external load on the cargo and instantaneous positions of each motor define the cargo's position. Thus, different motors in the group move with different rates and experience different instantaneous forces; the cargo mechanically couples the motors. Each unidirectional model is the basis for a corresponding bidirectional tug-of-war model ( Fig. 1 C and D) .
Here, we consider both classes of models and compare theoretical predictions with experimentally observed motility. We start with models maximally constrained by experimental observations of single-motor behavior and then relax these constraints to investigate both quantitative and qualitative differences between model predictions and actual data. We note that motor detachment kinetics under high load affect motors' ensemble function (9) , but complete data was not available. We thus measured single-motor detachment kinetics in the superstall regime and used this to constrain the models. The stochastic unidirectional model quantitatively captured multiple-motor function as measured experimentally in vitro, but the mean-field model did not. In vivo, neither model explains bidirectional lipid-droplet motion.
Results

Experimental Measurement of Kinesin and Dynein Detachment
Kinetics. Kinesin's superforce off rate was reported as 2∕s (10), and limited measurements showed that dynein's off rate slightly above stall was about 10∕s (9) . Here, we measured the off rates more systematically, using an optical trap-based method. We rapidly increased the force on a moving bead (SI Text) and measured the time to detachment ( Fig. 2A , kinesin; Fig. 2B , dynein). From such events, we determined the detachment time distributions for specific superforce values, shown, e.g., for kinesin and dynein at approximately twice the stall force ( Fig. 2 C and D) (see also SI Text). The detachment times for each superforce value are summarized for kinesin ( Fig. 2E ) and dynein ( Fig. 2F ). In contrast to a possible constant off rate (10), kinesin had an off rate increasing with force. At low loads, dynein is sensitive to load, detaching easily (9), but at higher load it exhibited a catch-bond type behavior, with off rate decreasing with load. The superforce experiments also allowed us to determine the probability of backward stepping for the motors. Kinesin (11) and dynein (12) can back-step under load, but this was relatively rare in both directions (<20%), and the typical backward travel distance was short, so we believe it is functionally irrelevant with regard to the behavior of kinesin or dynein ensembles opposing each other. It was not included in our theoretical model.
Development of a Stochastic Unidirectional Theoretical Model for
Kinesin and Dynein. Our older stochastic models for kinesin (8) , and dynein (9, 13) were experimentally verified under some conditions (8, 9, 13) . Here, we incorporate the measured detachment data into these models. The force-dissociation rate below stall is given by ΩðFÞ ¼ expðF∕FdÞ, as determined previously to match experimental data (8, 9) . In the superstall regime, it was obtained by using simple fitting functions to approximate the measured detachment rates in Fig. 2 E and F. For kinesin, it was ΩðFÞ ¼ 1.07 þ 0.186 Ã F, and for dynein was ΩðFÞ ¼ 1∕ ð0.254 Ã ½1 − expð−F∕1.97ÞÞ. The stall forces for kinesin and dynein were 4.7 AE 0.04 pN and 1.36 AE 0.02 pN, respectively, determined from in vitro stall-force distributions (see the Definitions of the Stall Force (F s ) and Detachment Force (F d ) and Their Measurements section in SI Text). F d was the average detachment force obtained from experimental data (4.01 AE 0.07 pN for kinesin and 0.87 AE 0.04 pN for dynein). The dissociation rate near stall may be smoother than assumed in our model, but the model correctly captures the decline of the dissociation rate above stall. Associated corrections, if any, are not expected to alter the conclusions of this paper. The complete force-dissociation relations in our model are summarized in Fig. 2 G and H (see also SI Text).
Comparison of Stochastic and Mean-Field Theories with in Vitro
Experiments for Unidirectional Motion: Detachment Times for Two-Motor Superstall Experiments. We experimentally tested the newly constrained theories using detachment times under superstall for two-motor events. With moderate motor density, beads are mostly moved by single motors, but are occasionally moved by two (motor density is chosen to make three-motor events rare). If a bead in a parabolic potential produced by an optical trap moved past a well-defined threshold force (slightly larger than F s for a single motor), it was moved by two motors, and software increased the laser power abruptly to put the two motors into the were brought in contact with the microtubule at saturating ATP. Motion started (at approximately −0.2 s in these plots), causing displacement of the bead from the optical-trap center (traces start increasing). At a predefined displacement (here occurring at t ¼ 0), the laser power was automatically increased, applying enough force to stall the moving bead (plateau immediately after t ¼ 0). After a delay, the motor detached from the microtubule (black arrow), allowing the bead to rapidly return to the trap center. By controlling optical-trap power, we controlled the applied force. The detachment time was the interval between when trap power increased and when the bead detached; a histogram of such times is shown for one specific force for kinesin (C) and dynein (D). The characteristic detachment times were determined by fitting with decaying exponentials (red curves in C and D); the results of such fits are summarized in E and F for kinesin and dynein, respectively. G and H show the complete in vitro force-dissociation rate curves including detachment probabilities below stall (see SI Text). superstall regime. We then measured the detachment time distribution, for either kinesin (Fig. 3A) or dynein ( Fig. 3B ). Constrained experimentally by measured single-molecule properties, and setting the total number of motors N equal to 2 instead of 1, there is only a single "free" parameter for the models, the single-motor on rate. Others have measured this to be approximately 5∕s for kinesin (at saturating microtubule concentration), so we used this value; for dynein, it was a fitting parameter, and 5∕s yielded the best description of the data. From the experimental distributions we calculated the mean detachment time, and then compared this with the predicted mean detachment times for the stochastic and mean-field theories ( Fig. 3 A  and B) . The stochastic theory's predictions were consistent with experiments, but the mean-field predictions were not ( Fig. 3 C and D), either when we assumed real experimental detachment kinetics, or when we assumed nonexperimental exponential detachment kinetics as has been done previously (7) . Relative to the mean-field model, motors in the stochastic model were less sensitive to detachment under load (see SI Text).
The in Vivo Case: Model for a Bidirectional Tug-of-War. Given the stochastic model's in vitro success, we used it to develop a bidirectional tug-of-war model. We used the in vitro-measured detachment kinetics above stall, and other experimental constraints. First, our previous in vivo measurements established that in the absence of specific mutations, the forces powering plus-end and minus-end lipid-droplet motion were approximately the same (14) , so any theoretical model must conform to this. Second, although the mechanism is currently unknown, our in vivo data suggests that the unitary (single-motor) stall force in each direc-tion is approximately 2.5 pN, which is different from its value in vitro, so we decreased the kinesin stall force, and increased the dynein stall force (resulting in scaled force-dissociation curves shown in SI Text). Third, our recent quantitative measurements of droplet motion in phase II of Drosophila development (14) indicated that typically a few, but up to a maximum of four to five, motors could be instantaneously active. We assumed that in vivo on rates are the same as in vitro (i.e., approximately 5∕s for both kinesin, and dynein) and that the motors had the same stiffness in vivo as in vitro. To constrain processivity, we purified kinesin from Drosophila embryos, and measured its single-molecule processivity to be 1.3 μm (SI Text). We have not yet determined Drosophila dynein's processivity, but assume it to be the same as for bovine dynein in the presence of dynactin (approximately 2.0 μm). With these constraints, we developed a stochastic tug-of-war model, as indicated in Fig. 1D . We estimate that the effective cytosolic viscosity affecting droplet motion is approximately 10× that of water, so that value was used in the simulations.
Thus, we implemented a bidirectional stochastic model with N ¼ 5 motors. After incorporating the above experimental constraints, there were no free parameters; the model yielded simulated traces such as those shown in Fig. 4B . Using our parsing program (15) , these traces were processed in the same way as for real motion, and a variety of metrics were compared to experimental values (see next).
Comparing in Vivo Experimental Data to the Stochastic Bidirectional
Model. Our past studies developed multiple metrics to charac- Fig. 2 A and B , but a higher concentration of motors was used, so there was a small probability of having two simultaneously engaged motors. These relatively rare events were detected by force measurements: When a bead was moved further from the trap center than possible for a single motor (experimentally a threshold of 5.2 and 2.0 pN was used, for kinesin or dynein, respectively), the laser power was automatically increased to provide a superstall force. The distribution of detachment times (experimental bars, red hash marks; A and B) was compared to theory (parameter values in SI Text). The single-molecule properties (including single-motor detachment kinetics as measured in Fig. 2 ) constrained the model parameters. Using these constraints, the stochastic model (ST) with experimental detachment kinetics (EXPT) correctly predicted both the shape of the detachment distribution (A and B) and the correct average detachment time for both kinesin and dynein (C and D, respectively). The mean-field model with the same detachment kinetics did not, and the mean-field model with exponential detachment kinetics (EXPN) was even worse. terize motion. Individual lipid droplets are tracked using image processing combined with differential interference contrast microscopy, allowing us to determine the position of individual droplets with few-nanometer resolution at 30 frames per second. The trajectories of motion are projected along the microtubule axis, and then a Bayesian statistical approach (see ref. 15 ) is used to parse the motion into plus-end runs, minus-end runs, and pauses, taking into account the uncertainties in tracking and thermal noise effects (Fig. 4A ). From this analysis, we extract velocities, lengths of plus-end and minus-end runs, and the frequency and duration of pauses. With the stochastic model maximally constrained by experiments as discussed above, the predicted motion was quite different from what was observed experimentally: Runs (periods of uninterrupted motion) were very short (Fig. 4B) , and approximately unidirectional, in contrast to the longer back-and-forth motion experimentally observed (Fig. 4A) . Further, the predicted motion spent much more time paused than what was observed experimentally [ Table 1 , third (ST, 5 K ∼ 5 D, NoTuning) row].
Because the completely constrained model failed, we considered variants by relaxing specific constraints. We started by adjusting the motors' on rates, which could be somewhat different from their in vitro values, because of the presence of proteins such as dynactin and the microtubule-associated proteins present in vivo but absent in vitro. The "untuned" case initially investigated exhibited excessive interruption from opposite motors, so we decreased on rates to decrease the frequency of potential tugs-ofwar, until we matched the mean values of the wild-type run-length and velocity data reasonably well with the simulations [ Table 1 , fourth (ST, 5 K ∼ 5 D, EXPT, WT) row]. However, the rateadjusted model did not capture certain features. Experimentally [ Table 1 , first (Experiment, WT, N) row], in the wild type, droplets spend about 24% of the time paused, but in the stochastic simulation with N ¼ 5 motors of each type, pauses were still too frequent, and motion was predicted to be paused 48% of the time. Because our experiments are quite reproducible, and the experimental variation is only a few percent, this theoretical prediction was considered to deviate significantly from reality. Furthermore, the stalls were too long, predicted to be about 0.68 AE 0.02 s vs. the experimentally observed pauses with a duration of 0.5 AE 0.003 s.
In addition to the incorrect pausing frequency and duration, the distribution of run lengths was not completely correct. Ex-perimentally, the distribution of bidirectional runs is frequently described by the sum of two decaying exponentials (16) , and our Bayesian analysis (15) previously determined that this is a real feature of the underlying motion and not an artifact due to thermal noise or other uncertainties. Indeed, our wild-type experimental data is described by such a distribution (SI Text), as were the simulated runs in the minus-end direction, but this was not true for the plus-end simulated data, which can be fit by a single decaying exponential (SI Text).
Given these discrepancies, we considered other possibilities. Stall durations were too long, so we decreased the total motor number, N, present on the droplets. This would be consistent with the observation that the pauses were too frequent [compare "time between pauses," in first (Experiment, WT, N) row to fourth (ST, 5 K ∼ 5 D, EXPT, WT) row in Table 1 ), because we hypothesized that pauses occurred when there is a tug-of-war between opposite motors, and the larger the N, the larger the probability of such a tug-of-war occurring. Stall forces measured experimentally suggest that a maximum of N ¼ 5 motors are engaged, but many times only a few motors were instantaneously active; perhaps most droplets are moved by fewer than five motors. We therefore considered a stochastic model with N ¼ 2.5 motors, that is a mixed population where 50% of the droplets had N ¼ 3 motors, and the others had N ¼ 2 motors (a choice lower than N ¼ 2.5 would be clearly inconsistent with experiments). We adjusted on rates and velocities to match wild-type observations. Results were somewhat better [ Table 1 , sixth (ST, 2.5 K ∼ 2.5 D, EXPT, WT) row]: The percentage of time paused was 26%, consistent with the experimental value of 24%, and time between pauses was reasonable. Further, approximately 65% of the reversals in travel direction were rapid (with no obvious pause between), consistent with the experimental observation of 65%. The mean run lengths and velocities were also acceptable. The stochastic model with N ¼ 2.5 was thus considerably better than the N ¼ 5 case, though there was still a discrepancy with the actual experimental data, in that the pause duration was now too short (Table 1) . Interestingly, the distribution of plus-end run lengths was now appropriately modeled by a double-decaying exponential distribution (SI Text), though the contribution of the fast-decay component was small; the minus-end runs were still reasonably modeled by such a distribution (SI Text). The tug-of-war process involves competition between opposite motors and results in pauses in motion if this competition is not immediately resolved. The pause kinetics thus provides quantitation of tugs-of-war, so we focus on them both experimentally and theoretically. In several cases, two adjacent rows are related to each other. For instance, the experimental characterization of motion in the wild type is in the first row, and the experimental characterization of motion in the mutant background where there is half as much kinesin is in the second row. Similarly, the fourth row shows the prediction from the stochastic (ST) model for five kinesins (5 K) vs. five dyneins (5 D), with experimental detachment kinetics (EXPT), tuned to match the experimental data by adjusting the motors' on rates. Then, the fifth row is the prediction of the same model, with the same parameters and no tuning, with only the number of motors present changed to be N ¼ 2.5 motors. The only unpaired row is row 3, which represents the stochastic model's prediction when completely constrained to use in vitro parameters. EXPN, exponential detachment kinetics. Kunwar (13)]. Here, we took such an approach. Using a kinesin-null mutation KHC-27 (which makes no protein), we created embryos from KHC-27∕þ mothers, that is, mothers that had one null and one wild-type copy of the gene (14) . In this background, lipid droplets are moved by 50% less kinesin (as determined by biochemistry, measuring droplet-bound kinesin, and by force measurements, assessing the number of active motors) (14) . Thus, by construction, instead of N ¼ 2.5, in this new background N ≈ 1.25; for simplicity (and also to match experimental constraints, which clearly indicate significant contribution from a second motor in the mutant case), we modeled this theoretically using an equal combination of N ¼ 1 and N ¼ 2 droplets. Force measurements indicate that the number of active dynein motors was also decreased by 50% (14); such feedback is common, and has been observed in a number of systems (17), although its mechanistic underpinnings are unknown. We looked at the same developmental phase as for the wild-type embryos, so we used the same values of all the adjustable parameters that we fixed by fitting the wild-type motion. With these constraints, there are no adjustable parameters.
In this test, the stochastic N ¼ 1.5 theory [ Table 1 , seventh (ST, 1.5 K ∼ 1.5 D, EXPT, Mut) row] failed to correctly reproduce the experimental observations in a number of qualitative as well as quantitative ways. First, the stochastic model simulations predicted that the percentage of time paused decreased (from 26% to 13%). This was theoretically expected (given the pause frequency differences between the N ¼ 5 and N ¼ 2.5 simulations, and see discussion in SI Text), but not what was observed experimentally, where total time paused was approximately constant within experimental error [24% vs 21%; Table 1 , first (Experiment, WT, N) row vs. second (Experiment, KHC, N∕2) row]. Similarly, theoretically, the time between pauses increased dramatically [ Table 1 , seventh (ST, 1.5 K ∼ 1.5 D, EXPT, Mut) row vs. sixth (ST, 2.5 K ∼ 2.5 D, EXPT, WT) row], and pause duration decreased, because of fewer engaged motors, but this was not observed experimentally. Finally, experimentally, the decrease in N resulted in longer run lengths in both directions, but in theory, the effect was not observed in the plus-end direction, and the predicted increase in minus-end run length (21%) was smaller than observed (36%). Thus, although some of the model predictions were qualitatively in agreement with the experimental data (e.g., the predicted increase in velocities in each direction), some were not (pause frequencies and durations, and plus-end run lengths increasing), and even those that had a correct trend had magnitudes that were not consistent with experiments. We conclude that although the stochastic tug-of-war model with actual in vitro detachment kinetics and in vitro processivities recovers some of the features observed in the wild-type motion, it is not an accurate model of the experimental process.
Additional Variants. Overall, we considered relaxing a number of other constraints, including adjusting single-motor processivity, trying exponential instead of experimentally measured detachment kinetics, and allowing uneven numbers of motors (see SI Text for details). We also investigated mean-field tug-of-war models in addition to the stochastic models (see SI Text). None of these variants correctly described the data (see SI Text and Table 1 ).
Discussion
Experimental Measurements and Their Ramifications. Our recent NudE/Lis1 studies (9) highlight the importance of single-motor detachment kinetics for ensemble function under load; such kinetics are expected to be of particular importance in determining outcomes of hypothetical tugs-of-war between groups of motors. We systematically measured both kinesin and dynein detachment kinetics in vitro, and found neither as expected. Dynein had "catch-bond" detachment kinetics, with its detachment rate decreasing with increasing load. This could, in principle, contribute to dynein being able to serve as an "anchor" to hold subcellular organelles in place (18) under high load. We expect that these characterizations of the motors' detachment kinetics will be useful for theoretical models describing how ensembles of motors function together. We constrained two classes of models-stochastic and mean-field-by these data and compared their predictions to ensemble motor behavior in vitro. The stochastic model describes the in vitro data reasonably well, but the meanfield theory model does not.
Tug-of-War Scenarios to Explain Bidirectional Motion. Many cargos move bidirectionally, reversing travel direction every few seconds.
The key determinant in net, or average transport, is the duration of runs (periods of travel between reversals) in each direction. Because run length is determined by reversal frequency, it is important to understand the reversal process. Tug-of-war models are appealing because they suggest that the reversals reflect unregulated (stochastic and mechanical) competitions between opposite-polarity motors on the cargo (a group of plus-end kinesins and a group of minus-end dyneins), allowing us, in principle, to use single-motor properties measured in vitro to predict and understand emergent transport in vivo.
We evaluated such models critically, within the context of lipid-droplet (LD) motion in Drosophila embryos, using a strategy previously used studying multiple dynein motors in vivo, in cultured neurons. We constrained the models' "free" parameters as much as possible via experimental data and then determined the values of any unconstrained parameters by fitting the theory's predictions to one experimental set of in vivo (wild-type) data. Once the theory's parameters were fixed, it was used to predict the outcome of a known change, with no further adjustment. In the previous study, modeling essentially unidirectional transport (13), the "known change" was a (in vitro measured) reduction in single-motor processivity, caused by the dynein Loa mutation. Here, the known change was the reduction in the total motor number N on the cargo. In the dynein Loa study we achieved quantitative agreement between theory and experiment, but here, for bidirectional transport, we were unable to do so. Thus, we conclude that although tugs-of-war likely exist some of the time, using this mechanism alone one cannot explain bidirectional motion-there must be an additional mechanism (likely enzymatic) that contributes to regulation of the motors.
One could wonder about whether we failed to find the right choice of parameters, but specific qualitative discrepancies between the theoretical predictions and experimental observations (discussed below) suggest to us that this is unlikely.
The Importance of Pauses. In a tug-of-war model, pauses occur when the opposite motors "battle," and as such are a crucial readout, sensitive to the tug-of-war process. The frequency of pauses is determined by a combination of the number of motors present on the cargos, and the on rates of those motors. The pause durations are determined both by the number of motors engaged in the tug-of-war, the individual motors' on rates, and the detachment kinetics of the motors under load. One key feature of tug-of-war models is that the more motors are present, the more opportunities for battles one has, and thus the higher the frequency of pauses. This was true for almost all variants of the tug-of-war models we examined, but not observed experimentally. The only exception to this occurs when the motors detach easily (some exponential-detachment models), so that the majority of pauses are so short that they are undetected. In this case, pause frequency may be less affected by the number of motors present, but pause duration will be extremely short. A second qualitative feature of pauses/tug-of-war models is that more motors frequently lead to longer pauses; this can be seen experimentally in vitro in the detachment studies (Fig. 2) . However, this change in pause duration is also not experimentally observed in the lipiddroplet system when the number of motors is altered.
The Relationship Between Run Lengths and the Number of Motors
Present. For unregulated unidirectional motors, more motors move further (6, 12) . If detachment kinetics of the motors are sufficiently fast above stall (e.g., in some variants of the exponential detachment models), this is also true for bidirectional models, because, e.g., one dynein motor stochastically attaching to oppose three kinesin motors is quickly overwhelmed and releases before there is a significant chance for additional dynein motors to bind and help it sustain the competition. However, for actual singlemotor detachment kinetics (measured in vitro), the motors' off rates under load are slow enough that when a single motor stochastically attaches to oppose a group of opposite-polarity motors moving the cargo, it is able to "hold on" for a time comparable (or longer than) the typical on time of its compatriots. In this case, a stochastic attachment event from a single motor has a high probability of turning into a full-out tug-of-war between approximately evenly matched sets of opposite motors, and thus can cause a reversal. Then, for otherwise fixed parameters, the more motors present, the more tugs-of-war, and the shorter the travel of the cargo between pauses or reversals.
Qualitative Mismatch Between Theory and Experiments. Overall, as discussed above, in tug-of-war scenarios, for fixed parameter values, more motors lead to more frequent tugs-of-war, as long as a single motor can successfully (at least temporarily) pause a group of opposite-polarity motors. This occurs when the motors' detachment kinetics are not exponential above stall. Hence, in the models, more motors imply more pauses. Further, in the models, and confirmed in vitro, more motors tend to lead to longer pauses. We tested both these general properties in vivo, by comparing motion in wild-type embryos to motion in embryos with reduced kinesin on the LDs [reduced LD kinesin reduces number of engaged motors (14) ]. Our analysis of motion in these two backgrounds shows that reduced motors did not lead to a decrease in pause frequency, nor a change in pause duration. Thus, in addition to quantitatively not matching the experimental data, the general trend predicted by the tug-of-war models is not observed in our experiments.
In any theoretical investigation, one makes simplifications. If a theory fails, one might question the simplifications, or whether the wrong parameter set was chosen, rather than concluding the theory is fundamentally wrong. Here, we ignore potential effects of NudE/Lis1 to decrease dynein's detachment under load (9) . Whether this specific effect on dynein's motor output contributes to bidirectional transport is unclear, but if so, the effect would be to make the models even worse: Tugs-of-war would be more severe, and pauses would be even longer. In the most likely variants of the models, motion is already predicted to spend too much time paused.
The mean-field models have other difficulties. The stochastic models are better in vitro; the justification for ignoring this, and believing that the mean-field models will suddenly do better in vivo, is unclear. Further, our experiments clearly constrain the number of motors per wild-type droplet to between N ¼ 2.5 and N ¼ 5, and over this range pausing predictions are dramatically wrong: With real detachment kinetics, cargos spend twice as much time paused as they ought to, and for exponential detachment kinetics, they spend only half as much time paused.
Conclusion
As studied, neither the stochastic nor mean-field tug-of-war models describe our observations, and the difference in qualitative trends (see above) support the notion that slightly different choices of parameter values is unlikely to be better. Conceivably, there could be unknown/unconsidered factors that exist in vivo that very significantly modulate the properties of the motors (and the outcomes of tugs-of-war) in ways that we have not considered. Thus, although we favor the hypothesis that a significant portion of lipid-droplet directional switching does not result from unregulated tugs-of-war, this hypothesis should be revisited as new motor regulators are discovered.
In addition to providing strong indication that the tug-of-war picture is insufficient to capture all aspects of transport dynamics in vivo, our work provides a convenient template for future evaluations of the correspondence between tug-of-war models and experimental observations. Further studies across different motor species and in different in vivo environments should allow increasingly better understanding of the limits of tug-of-war models.
Methods
Quantitation of lipid-droplet motion was as described in ref. 14, and opticaltrapping assays, data recording, particle tracking, and stalling-force analysis were performed as described in refs. 6 and 12. Theoretical modeling was done as described in ref. 8, with modifications described above. Further methods details are in the SI Text.
